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Bilateral Contract Networks for
Peer-to-Peer Energy Trading

Thomas Morstyn , Member, IEEE, Alexander Teytelboym, and Malcolm D. McCulloch, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—This paper proposes bilateral contract networks as
a new scalable market design for peer-to-peer energy trad-
ing. Coordinating small-scale distributed energy resources to
shape overall demand could offer significant value to power
systems, by alleviating the need for investments in upstream
generation and transmission infrastructure, increasing network
efficiency and increasing energy security. However, incentivising
coordination between the owners of large-scale and small-
scale energy resources at different levels of the power system
remains an unsolved challenge. This paper introduces real-time
and forward markets, consisting of energy contracts offered
between generators with fuel-based sources, suppliers acting
as intermediaries and consumers with inflexible loads, time-
coupled flexible loads and/or renewable sources. For each
type of agent, utility-maximising preferences for real-time con-
tracts and forward contracts are derived. It is shown that
these preferences satisfy full substitutability conditions essen-
tial for establishing the existence of a stable outcome—an
agreed network of contracts specifying energy trades and prices,
which agents do not wish to mutually deviate from. Important
characteristics of energy trading are incorporated, including
upstream–downstream energy balance and forward market
uncertainty. Full substitutability ensures a distributed price-
adjustment process can be used, which only requires local agent
decisions and agent-to-agent communication between trading
partners.

Index Terms—Bilateral contracts, energy trading, electric-
ity markets, game theory, market design, matching markets,
microgrids, peer-to-peer trading, prosumers, smart grid, trading
networks, transactive energy.
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β Element of {0, 1, 2}

�p Price adjustment increment

κ(·) Selected contracts of an arrangement

νi(t) Mean real-time price prediction error

σdri Standard deviation of prosumer i’s net demand

σpRi Standard deviation of the real-time energy price

τ(·) Underlying trades for a set of contracts

	∗
m Selected trades at a competitive equilibrium


m Trades in market m


B
mi Agent i’s potential upstream trades


S
mi Agent i’s potential downstream trades

A Set of agents

a(·) Set of agents associated with a set of contracts

b(·) Buyer of a trade or contract

Cmi(·) Agent i’s choice correspondence

CB
mi(·) Agent i’s chosen upstream contracts

CS
mi(·) Agent i’s chosen downstream contracts

c′
y Net upstream trades

c′
z Net downstream trades

cg1i Generator i’s linear cost coefficient

cg2i Generator i’s quadratic cost coefficient

ct1i Supplier i’s linear cost coefficient

dfi Prosumer i’s net flexible demand

d′
fi dfi, adjusted for the time-coupled flexible load

dfi Prosumer i’s flexible load power limit

Dfi(t) Remaining time-coupled flexible load

dri Prosumer i’s net inflexible demand

d′
ri dri, adjusted for the time-coupled flexible load

E[ · ] Expectation operator

gi Generator i’s unconstrained optimal output

ḡi Generator i’s maximum capacity

G Set of generator agents

kra
di Net demand risk-aversion coefficient

kra
pi Energy price risk-aversion coefficient

m Forward or real-time market (m ∈ {F, R})

P Set of prosumer agents

p Vector of contract prices

pb Vector of buyer prices

pω Price (or prices) of a trade (or set of trades)

pb
ω Buyer price of a trade

ps
ω Seller price of a trade

pnom
i Nominal average contract price

pRi Real-time energy price prediction

R Set of real numbers

ri Prosumer i’s risk-aversion exponent

RB
mi(·) Agent i’s rejected upstream contracts
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RS
mi(·) Agent i’s rejected downstream contracts

S Set of supplier agents

s(·) Seller of a trade or contract

[tsi, tfi] Range of trading intervals for prosumer i to fulfil

its time-coupled flexible load

t′fi Final flexible interval for a time-coupled load

umi(·) Agent i’s valuation function

Umi(·) Agent i’s utility function

Ura
Fi (·) Prosumer i’s risk averse forward market utility

Vmi(·) Agent i’s indirect utility function

Xm Set of contracts in market m

Xmi Agent i’s contracts in market m

Ym Set of upstream contracts in market m

Ymi Agent i’s upstream contracts

Y∗
mi Agent i’s selected upstream contracts

Z Set of integers

Zm Set of downstream contracts in market m

Zmi Agent i’s downstream contracts

Z∗
mi Agent i’s selected downstream contracts.

I. INTRODUCTION

P
OWER systems are undergoing a fundamental transition

due to two technology trends: 1) The adoption of dis-

tributed energy resources, including renewable sources and

flexible loads such as smart appliances, electric vehicles and

heat pumps [1]. 2) Communications and control extending to

the individual consumer level via smart meters and energy

management systems [2]. This has allowed traditionally pas-

sive small-scale electricity consumers to become prosumers,

proactive-consumers that actively manage their consumption

and production of energy [3].

In liberalised electricity markets, large-scale generators,

suppliers and industrial consumers can trade energy in whole-

sale markets organised by the transmission system operator

(TSO) [4]. However, it is considered impractical for small-

scale distribution level prosumers to participate in wholesale

markets. This is due to their relatively small individual impact

on transmission system operations, and the cost and complex-

ity of the communications/processing infrastructure that would

be required to integrate them into the TSO’s dispatch and

settlement procedures [5].

Instead, small-scale prosumers are serviced in retail mar-

kets, where they are individually metered by large suppliers.

However, individually metered prosumers are only incentivised

to optimise their own local energy usage. If properly coordi-

nated to shape overall demand, distributed energy resources

could offer significant value to power systems, by allevi-

ating the need for investments in upstream generation and

transmission infrastructure, increasing network efficiency and

increasing energy security [6]. However, incentivising coor-

dination between the owners of large-scale and small-scale

energy resources at different levels of the power system

remains an unsolved challenge.

Time-of-use retail prices can incentivise prosumers to shift

flexible loads to periods when low net demand is expected,

incentivise demand response [7]. The strategic interactions

between prosumers and a supplier that sets prices to max-

imise profits can be modelled by a Stackelberg game [8], [9].

A limitation is that new, possibly worse, demand peaks can be

created if prosumers all take advantage of the same low price

periods [10].

Distributed energy resources that are owned and operated

by a single entity can be optimally scheduled [11], and dis-

tributed optimisation can be used to improve scalability [12].

However, an optimisation approach is not directly applicable if

distributed energy resources have different owners. Although,

optimisation dual price variables can be interpreted as com-

petitive energy prices [13]–[15], they will not incentivise

coordination if individual agents have market power.

Peer-to-peer (P2P) energy trading markets have been

proposed to incentivise efficient prosumer distributed energy

resource utilisation [16]. Sectors amenable to P2P trading are

characterised by a lack of economies of scale, and diversity

of demand [17]. The emergence of prosumers has made these

conditions applicable to power systems.

Market designs to incentivise local energy trading

between small-scale generators and consumers are presented

in [18]–[23]. These designs are based on central auctions or

profit-sharing mechanisms from cooperative game theory. A

limitation of these designs is that they do not consider strate-

gic decision making by upstream agents. The designs in [18]

and [19] consider isolated systems, with a single market allow-

ing all generators and consumers to trade with one another.

This can be suitable for microgrids, but limits scalability.

The designs in [20]–[23] assume there is a large upstream

wholesale market/supplier, which buys/sells energy at fixed

prices. As distributed energy resources begin to provide sig-

nificant capacity, local energy trading is expected to have an

increasingly large effect on upstream market prices.

Another important consideration is the need for forward

energy trading, for example in a day-ahead market. Forward

and real-time energy contracts are considered in [23], but

it is noted the analysis only applies when there is a single

consumer. At the transmission level, forward energy trading

allows agents to hedge against real-time price risk and provides

the TSO with information for reliability unit commitment.

Forward energy trading is expected to become important at

the local level, as microgrids and actively managed distribution

networks become more prevalent [24].

Recently, there have been significant theoretical advances in

the design of many-to-many matching markets with contracts.

Matching markets consider the formation of mutually bene-

ficial trading arrangements between groups of agents, based

on agent-to-agent negotiation [25]. Key considerations are the

existence of stable outcomes (networks of agreed contracts

which agents do not wish to mutually deviate from), and scal-

able strategies for finding them. In [26], full substitutability

is presented as a key stability condition for agents operating

in a hierarchical supply chain. An agent’s preferences satisfy

full substitutability if: 1) when offered additional upstream

contracts, the agent continues to accept previously accepted

downstream contracts, and continues to reject previously

rejected upstream contracts, and 2) when offered additional

downstream contracts, the agent continues to accept previously
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accepted upstream contracts, and continues to reject previously

rejected downstream contracts. In [27] and [28], markets with

cyclical contractual relationships are considered, where a pair

of agents may simultaneously buy inputs and sell outputs to

one another. This closely resembles the aim of a P2P energy

trading market, which should allow structured trading between

generators, suppliers and prosumers, which may each buy and

sell energy.

This paper proposes bilateral contract networks as a new

scalable market design for P2P energy trading. Real-time and

forward markets are introduced, consisting of energy con-

tracts offered between generators with traditional fuel-based

sources, suppliers acting as intermediaries and prosumers with

inflexible loads, time-coupled flexible loads and/or renewable

sources. For each type of agent, utility-maximising preferences

for real-time contracts and forward contracts are presented.

It is shown that these preferences satisfy full substitutability

conditions essential for establishing the existence of a sta-

ble outcome. The agent preferences are subject to several

simplifying assumptions, but capture important characteristics

particular to energy trading, including upstream-downstream

energy balance and forward market uncertainty. The market

power created by the structure of trading relationships between

the agents is explicitly accounted for. Full substitutability

ensures a distributed price-adjustment process can be used,

which only requires local agent decisions and agent-to-agent

communication between trading partners.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section II

describes the proposed market design and embeds it within

the theoretical framework of many-to-many matching mar-

kets with contracts. Section III presents the preferences for

each type of agent, and a scalable process allowing the agents

to select utility-maximising contract bundles. Section IV

describes the price-adjustment process. In Section V, simu-

lation case studies are presented demonstrating the operation

of the forward and real-time markets. Section VI concludes

the paper. In the Appendix, it is shown that the agent prefer-

ences satisfy full substitutability, establishing the existence of

a stable outcome.

II. CONTRACT NETWORKS FOR ENERGY TRADING

This paper proposes forward and real-time P2P energy

markets, each consisting of energy contracts traded between

autonomous agents. Three types of agents are considered: 1)

‘prosumers’, which have a combination of inflexible loads,

flexible loads and/or local renewable sources, 2) ‘suppliers’,

which act as intermediaries and 3) ‘generators’ with tradi-

tional fuel-based sources. In the literature, agents fulfilling

the suppliers’ intermediary role are sometimes referred to as

aggregators (e.g., [29]).

The potential trading relationships between the agents are

described by a contract network. Each energy contract speci-

fies the price of a discrete quantity of energy offered by one

agent to another. Physical and informational restrictions on

which agents can trade with one another are reflected by the

topology of the contract network.

A forward market and real-time market are introduced for

each energy trading interval during the day (e.g., each hour).

In the forward market, agents buy and sell energy contracts

based on their expectations of the real-time energy price and

their net demand. In the real-time market, loads and renewable

generation are no longer uncertain. The agents must gener-

ate energy, or buy it upstream, to meet their local loads and

downstream obligations from the forward market.

The proposed market design operates on the tertiary power

system control layer, which is used to coordinate energy flows

on a relatively slow time-scale (e.g., one hour intervals). Lower

level primary and secondary control layers operating at faster

time-scales will still be necessary to maintain power quality

and stability [30]. In particular, the lower level control lay-

ers need to maintain supply-demand balance when there are

renewable generation or load variations which occur within

individual trading intervals.

A key market design objective is to find a scalable price-

adjustment process that ensures the agents reach agreement on

a set of contracts which constitute a stable outcome – a set

of contracts which no group of agents wish to deviate from.

As with other energy market designs, losses are not explic-

itly considered, and need to be accounted for by a separate

settlement process [31].

Let A be the set of agents. Let Xm be the set of contracts for

market m, where m ∈ {F, R}, indicating the forward market

and real-time market respectively. A contract x ∈ Xm is a pair

(ω, pω), where ω ∈ 
m is the underlying trade and pω is

the price specified by the contract for the trade. For contracts

X′
m ⊆ Xm, let τ(X′

m) := {ω ∈ 
m|(ω, pω) ∈ X′
m} be the set of

underlying trades.

Each trade ω has a buyer b(ω) ∈ A and a seller s(ω) ∈ A.

These are also the buyer and seller for each contract involving

ω, i.e., for contract x = (ω, pω) we denote its buyer b(x) :=

b(ω) and seller s(x) := s(ω). The agents involved with a set of

contracts X′
m ⊆ Xm are given by a(X′

m) := {∪x∈X′
m

b(x), s(x)}.

Agent i has upstream contracts Ymi := {y ∈ Xm|i = b(y)}, and

downstream contracts Zmi := {z ∈ Xm|i = s(x)}.

Each agent i has a valuation function umi over sets of trades

in market m, which can be nonlinear. It is assumed that the

agents’ preferences are linear with respect to contract prices,

resulting in quasi-linear utility functions over contracts. For

contracts Ami = Ymi ∪ Zmi, agent i’s utility function is,

Umi(Ami) = umi(τ (Ami)) +
∑

(ω,pω)∈Zmi

pω −
∑

(φ,pφ)∈Ymi

pφ . (1)

The agent’s utility function gives rise to a choice correspon-

dence, which specifies the agent’s preferences over a set of

contracts,

Cmi(Ami) = argmaxBmi⊆Ami
Umi(Bmi). (2)

For upstream contracts Ym ⊆ Xm and downstream contracts

Zm ⊆ Xm, agent i’s chosen sets of upstream and downstream

contracts are defined respectively as,

CB
mi(Ym|Zm) := Cmi(Ymi ∪ Zmi) ∩ Ym, (3)

CS
mi(Zm|Ym) := Cmi(Zmi ∪ Ymi) ∩ Zm. (4)
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Similarly, the rejected sets of upstream and downstream

contracts are defined respectively as,

RB
mi(Ym|Zm) := Ymi \ CB

mi(Ymi|Zmi), (5)

RS
mi(Zm|Ym) := Zmi \ CS

mi(Zmi|Ymi). (6)

A set of contracts Am is feasible if each trade ω ∈ τ(Am)

is associated with at most one contract, and therefore has a

unique price. A market outcome is a feasible set of contracts,

Am ⊆ Xm. An arrangement [	m|p] is a set of selected trades

	m ⊆ 
m and a vector p specifying a unique price for each

trade in the market 
m. Let κ([	m|p]) be the set of selected

contracts associated with the arrangement [	m|p].

The following definitions for a stable outcome and a

competitive equilibrium, from [27], are used.

Definition 1: An outcome Am is stable if it is:

1) Individually Rational: Ami ∈ Cmi(Am) for all i ∈ A;

2) Unblocked: There is no feasible non-empty blocking set

Bm ⊆ Xm. Bm is a blocking set if: a) Bm ∩ Am = ∅, and

b) for all i ∈ a(Bm), Bmi ⊆ Cmi(Bm ∪ Am).

Individual rationality means that no agent would prefer to

drop a contract from the outcome. Unblocked means there is

no subset of contracts from the outcome which all involved

agents would choose to drop in favour of a different (blocking)

set of contracts that is not included in the outcome.

Definition 2: A competitive equilibrium is an arrangement

[	∗
m|p∗], 	∗

m ⊆ 
m, such that for all i ∈ A, κ([	∗
mi|p

∗]) =

Cmi(κ([
m|p∗])).

In other words, a competitive equilibrium specifies a full

set of prices p∗ for trades in the market, and a set of trades

	∗
m which are mutually selected by the agents at these prices.

A key result from [27] is that when the preferences of the

agents satisfy full substitutability, competitive equilibria are

guaranteed to exist, and these competitive equilibria coincide

with the set of stable outcomes. In addition, it is shown that

when the agent preferences are not fully substitutable, stable

outcomes and competitive equilibria may not exist.

Definition 3: The preferences of agent i are fully substi-

tutable if, for all upstream contracts Y ′
m ⊆ Ym and downstream

contracts Z′
m ⊆ Zm, the agent’s choice correspondence is:

1) Same-Side Substitutable:

a) RB
mi(Y

′
m|Zm) ⊆ RB

mi(Ym|Zm),

b) RS
mi(Z

′
m|Ym) ⊆ RS

mi(Zm|Ym).

2) Cross-Side Complementary:

a) RB
mi(Ym|Zm) ⊆ RB

mi(Ym|Z′
m),

b) RS
mi(Zm|Ym) ⊆ RS

mi(Zm|Y ′
m).

If an agent has fully substitutable preferences and is offered

additional upstream (downstream) contracts, then it will 1)

continue to reject other upstream (downstream) contracts it

previously rejected, and 2) continue to accept downstream

(upstream) contracts it previously accepted.

In this setting, full substitutability rules out several impor-

tant classes of agent preferences. In particular, it rules out

economies of scale for consumption and for production [27].

However, a range of important classes of economic preferences

can still be captured.

III. AGENT PREFERENCES AND CONTRACT SELECTION

In this section, preferences are presented for prosumers,

suppliers and generators, for both the forward and real-time

markets. Then, a scalable process allowing agents to select

utility-maximising bundles of contracts is presented. In the

Appendix, it is shown that the agent preferences satisfy full

substitutability, establishing the existence of a stable outcome.

A. Prosumers

Let P ⊆ A be the set of prosumers. The prosumers

may have inflexible loads, flexible loads and/or renewable

sources. The prosumers must ensure their local loads and

downstream energy contracts are satisfied by local generation

and/or upstream contracts. In the real-time market, prosumer i

knows its net demand dri ∈ Z (dri < 0 corresponds to net gen-

eration). Note that dri is normalised by the energy per contract.

The prosumer receives utility αfi ≥ 0 for each unit of energy

above its net demand, up to its flexible load limit dfi ∈ Z≥0.

Note that any utility function with diminishing returns can be

used while maintaining full substitutability. For the forward

and real-time markets respectively, let YFi, YRi be the chosen

upstream contracts, and let ZFi, ZRi be the chosen downstream

contracts. In the real-time market, prosumer i’s preferences are

described by a utility function,

URi(YRi, ZRi)

=

⎧

⎪

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎪

⎩

∑

(ω,pω)∈ZRi∪ZFi
pω −

∑

(φ,pφ)∈YRi∪YFi
pφ

+ αfimin
{

dfi, |YRi| + |YFi| − |ZRi| − |ZFi| − dri

}

,

if |YRi| + |YFi| − |ZRi| − |ZFi| ≥ dri,

−∞, otherwise.

(7)

In the forward market, the prosumer treats its net demand

(load less renewable generation), dri, and the real-time price

of energy, pRi ≥ 0, as independent random variables. Note

that the prosumers assume upstream and downstream energy

contracts will have the same real-time price. Given a real-

time price of energy of pRi, and a certain number of forward

upstream and downstream contracts, prosumer i will pursue the

following utility-maximising contracting strategy in the real-

time market,

|YRi| =

{

[|ZFi| − |YFi| + dri]
+, if pRi > αfi,

[

|ZFi| − |YFi| + dfi + dri

]+
, if pRi ≤ αfi,

|ZRi| =

{

[|YFi| − |ZFi| − dri]
+, if pRi > αfi,

[

|YFi| − |ZFi| − dfi − dri

]+
, if pRi ≤ αfi,

where [ · ]+ = max{ · , 0}. Therefore, if prosumer i’s forward

market preferences are to maximise its expected utility in the

real-time market, they are described by,

UFi(YFi, ZFi) =
∑

(ω,pω)∈ZFi

pω −
∑

(φ,pφ)∈YFi

pφ + αfidfiE

[

1{pRi≤αfi}

]

− dfiE
[

pRi1{pRi≤αfi}

]

+ E
[

pRi

]

(|YFi| − |ZFi| − E[dri]). (8)

1{pRi≤αfi} is the indicator function, which is equal to 1 if pRi ≤

αfi and 0 otherwise.
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Given their small-size, prosumers may be risk averse, and

therefore may prefer to buy forward contracts to hedge against

potential real-time market price risk. A risk averse version

of (8) is given by,

Ura
Fi = UFi +

(

kra
pi σpRi + kra

di σdri

)

(

|YFi|
ri − |ZFi|

1
ri

)

(9)

σpRi and σdRi are the standard deviations of pRi and dRi.

Increasing kra
pi ≥ 0, kra

di ≥ 0 and ri ≥ 1 increases the level of

risk aversion, i.e., the extent to which higher real-time price

variability and demand variability increases the prosumer’s

willingness to buy upstream forward contracts, and decreases

its willingness to sell downstream forward contracts.

Theorem 1: The prosumer forward and real-time market

preferences, described by URi, UFi, Ura
Fi , i ∈ P , are fully

substitutable.

The prosumer preferences can be updated between trading

intervals to account for time-coupled flexible loads, which

require a certain amount of energy over a number of trad-

ing intervals, considering a maximum power limit. This could

be used for several different types of flexible loads including

electric hot water tanks and electric vehicle charging [32]. Let

t ∈ [tsi, tfi] be the current trading interval, where [tsi, tfi] is the

range of trading intervals over which the time-coupled flexible

load must be satisfied. Let Dfi(t) be the remaining energy that

must be delivered, and let dfi be the flexible load maximum

power limit.

With significant time remaining for the flexible load to be

satisfied, the prosumer will only be willing to buy energy if

it is below a minimum price αfi it expects to have to pay if

it delays buying energy. However, as the deadline approaches,

the amount the prosumer is willing to pay will increase, up to

a maximum price it expects to pay when there is no flexibility

αfi.

Therefore, a time-coupled flexible load can be incorporated

into prosumer i’s preferences at trading interval t, by calculat-

ing an updated required demand d′
ri(t), flexible demand d′

fi(t)

and flexible load utility αfi(t), according to,

d′
ri(t) =

{

dri(t), t < t′fi,

dri(t) + min
{

Dfi(t), dfi

}

, otherwise,

d′
fi(t) =

{

min
{

Dfi(t), dfi

}

, t < t′fi,

0, otherwise,

αfi(t) =

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

αfi

(

t′fi − t
)

+ αfi(t − tsi)

t′fi − tsi

, t < t′fi,

0, otherwise,

t′fi = tfi −
Dfi(t)

dfi

.

B. Suppliers

Let S ⊆ A be the set of suppliers. Suppliers act as inter-

mediaries, buying and selling energy from other agents. The

downstream energy contracts sold by a supplier must be

matched by upstream energy contracts it has bought. It is

assumed supplier i incurs linear transaction costs for energy

contracts it buys, modelled by a coefficient ct1i ≥ 0. In the

real-time market, supplier i’s preferences are described by a

utility function,

URi(YRi, ZRi)

=

⎧

⎨

⎩

∑

(ω,pω)∈ZRi∪ZFi
pω −

∑

(φ,pφ)∈YRi∪YFi
pφ

−ct1i(|YRi| + |YFi|), if |YRi| + |YFi| ≥ |ZRi| + |ZFi|,

−∞, otherwise.

(10)

In the forward market, the supplier assumes upstream and

downstream real-time energy contracts will be available at

a price of pRi ≥ 0, which is treated as a random variable.

Real-time upstream contracts will be bought to balance the

supplier’s downstream obligations from the forward market.

Therefore, supplier i’s preferences to maximise its expected

utility in the real-time market are described by the following

forward market utility function,

UFi(YFi, ZFi) =
∑

(ω,pω)∈ZFi

pω −
∑

(φ,pφ)∈YFi

pφ + E
[

pRi

]

(|YFi| − |ZFi|)

− ct1i

(

|YFi| + [|ZFi| − |YFi|]
+
)

. (11)

Theorem 2: The supplier forward and real-time market

preferences, described by URi, UFi, i ∈ S, are fully substi-

tutable.

C. Generators

Let G ⊆ A be the set of generators. The generators have

traditional fuel-based sources. The generators must ensure

their downstream contracts are satisfied by local genera-

tion and/or upstream contracts. Traditional generators with

fuel-based sources are often modelled as having increasing

marginal costs [33]–[38]. This is suitable for two standard

situations: 1) a single generation unit with increasing costs

due to increased marginal fuel consumption at higher output

powers and 2) multiple generation units, which are dispatched

from lowest marginal cost to highest marginal cost. In this

paper, a quadratic cost function is adopted, with linear and

quadratic coefficients cg1i, cg2i ≥ 0 [36]. Note that any func-

tion with constant or increasing marginal costs can be used

while maintaining full substitutability. However, decreasing

marginal costs (economies of scale) are restricted. Generator i

has a maximum generation capacity ḡi. In the real-time market,

generator i’s preferences are described by a utility function,

URi(YRi, ZRi)

=

⎧

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎩

∑

(ω,pω)∈ZRi∪ZFi
pω −

∑

(φ,pφ)∈YRi∪YFi
pφ

−cg1i[|ZRi| + |ZFi| − |YRi| − |YFi|]
+

−cg2i

(

[|ZRi| + |ZFi| − |YRi| − |YFi|]
+
)2

,

if ḡi ≥ |ZRi| + |ZFi| − |YRi| − |YFi| ≥ 0,

−∞, otherwise.

(12)

In the forward market, the generator assumes upstream and

downstream real-time energy contracts will be available at a

price of pRi ≥ 0, which is treated as a random variable. Given

a real-time price of energy of pRi, and a certain number of

upstream and downstream contracts, generator i will pursue the
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following utility-maximising contracting strategy in the real-

time market,

|YRi| =
[

|ZFi| − |YFi| − min{ḡi, max{gi, 0}}
]+

,

|ZRi| =
[

|YFi| − |ZFi| + min{ḡi, max{gi, 0}}
]+

,

gi =
pRi − cg1i

2cg2i

.

Therefore, generator i’s preferences to maximise its expected

utility in the real-time market are described by the following

forward market utility function,

UFi(YFi, ZFi) =
∑

(ω,pω)∈ZFi

pω −
∑

(φ,pφ)∈YFi

pφ + E
[

pRi

]

(|YFi| − |ZFi|)

+ E

[(

gipRi − cg1igi − cg2ig
2
i

)

1{ḡi≥gi≥0}

+
(

ḡipRi − cg1iḡi − cg2iḡ
2
i

)

1{gi≥ḡi}

]

.

(13)

Theorem 3: The generator forward and real-time market

preferences, described by URi, UFi, i ∈ G, are fully substi-

tutable.

D. Contract Selection

At each iteration of the price-adjustment process for the for-

ward and real-time P2P energy markets, each agent is offered

a set of contracts by its neighbours in the contract network.

Since the agent preferences satisfy full substitutability, the

agent utility functions exhibit the single improvement prop-

erty [39]. The single improvement property states that an agent

with a suboptimal bundle of contracts can be made better off

by taking one of the following options:

1) Accepting a new upstream or downstream contract.

2) Relinquishing an upstream or downstream contract.

3) Simultaneously accepting, or relinquishing, both an

upstream and downstream contract.

Also, from (7)–(13), the marginal utility an agent receives

for accepting a contract only depends on its price and the

number of previously accepted upstream and downstream

trades. Therefore, the following process can be used by the

agents to select an optimal bundle of contracts: First, the

agent accepts its minimum required number of upstream and

downstream contracts. For example, in the real time market,

prosumer i must accept at least [|ZFi| − |YFi| + dri]
+ upstream

contracts to meet its inflexible load and forward market obli-

gations. Upstream contracts should be selected from lowest

price to highest, and downstream contracts from highest price

to lowest.

Then, the agent continues to select contracts until it can-

not increase its utility further. Iteratively, the agent should

consider the marginal utility provided by selecting either 1)

the lowest price available upstream contract, 2) the highest

price available downstream contract or 3) both the lowest price

upstream contract and highest price downstream contract. The

option (or multiple options in the case of ties) providing the

greatest increase in utility should be taken. Once the agent

cannot further increase its utility, a utility-maximising bundle

of contracts has been found.

The process is scalable, since, at each iteration, only the

lowest price remaining upstream contract and highest price

remaining downstream need to be considered, and the number

of available contracts is reduced.

IV. PRICE-ADJUSTMENT PROCESS

Since the agents have fully substitutable preferences, the

distributed price-adjustment process from [27] can be used

to find a stable outcome. The price-adjustment process is

completed for the forward and real-time markets, so that

in each market, the agents agree on a network of contracts

which none of them wish to mutually deviate from. The

price-adjustment process is constructed with buyers making

progressively higher offers for trades to potential sellers, and

sellers choosing to accept or reject the offers they receive.

Let �p be the increment of the price-adjustment process,

which is the minimum difference in price that can be specified

between contracts. For market m ∈ {F, R}:

1) Each agent i ∈ A starts by specifying the upstream

trades it may be willing to make with sellers. Let the full

set of trades in the market be given by 
m. For agent i,

the set of potential upstream trades is given by 
B
mi =

{ω ∈ 
mi|i = b(ω)} and the set of potential downstream

trades is given by 
S
mi = {ω ∈ 
mi|i = s(ω)}.

2) Each trade ω ∈ 
m has a buyer price pb
ω and a seller

price ps
ω. Initially, pb

ω = ps
ω = 0.

3) Iteratively:

a) Each agent i ∈ A constructs a set of upstream

contracts to choose from: Ymi = {(∪ω∈
B
mi

(ω, pb
ω)}.

b) Each agent i ∈ A constructs a set of downstream

contracts to choose from: Zmi = {(∪ω∈
S
mi

(ω, ps
ω)}.

c) Each agent i ∈ A selects its favourite set of

upstream contracts Y∗
mi = CB

mi(Ymi|Zmi) and down-

stream contracts Z∗
mi = CS

mi(Zmi|Ymi).

d) For each trade ω ∈ 
m, the buyer and

seller prices are adjusted as follows:
if ω ∈ Y∗

mb(ω)
and ω ∈ Zms(ω) \ Z∗

ms(ω)
then

if pb
ω > ps

ω then

ps
ω ← ps

ω + �p

else

pb
ω ← pb

ω + �p

end if

end if

e) The price-adjustment process is complete when no

price changes occur during an iteration.

4) The arrangement [τ(∪i∈AY∗
mi)|p

b] is a competitive equi-

librium, where pb is the vector of buyer prices for the

trades in 
m. This coincides with a stable outcome,

∪i∈AY∗
mi.

Potential trades start at low prices, which are desirable for

buyers, but undesirable for sellers. At each iteration of the

price-adjustment process, agents select their favourite set of

upstream and downstream trades, given the current buyer and

seller prices. No agent will select a set of trades it is unable

or unwilling to make. Then, trades that are selected by buy-

ers but rejected by sellers have their prices increased. The

price-adjustment process ends once all trades have either been
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Fig. 1. The contract network for case studies A and B.

TABLE I
CASE STUDY PARAMETERS

accepted or rejected by both their buyer and seller. All agents

will be able and willing to fulfil their selected trades.

With buyers making offers to sellers, the stable outcome

that results is the one that maximises the utility that accrues to

agents that only operate as buyers [27]. An alternative price-

adjustment process can be similarly constructed, starting at

high energy prices, with sellers making progressively lower

offers for trades to potential buyers.

V. RESULTS

Case study simulations were completed to verify the oper-

ation of the proposed energy market design for an islanded

microgrid with two diesel generators, an intermediate sup-

plier and 25 prosumers. Fig. 1 shows the contract network

between the agents, which structures their trading relation-

ships. The two generators can trade energy directly with one

another, and the supplier acts as an intermediary between the

generators and the prosumers. This models the situation when

a supplier provides the interface and communications which

allow the prosumers to engage in P2P energy trading, and thus

acts as an intermediary. Note that the proposed methodology

does not preclude direct energy trading between generators

and prosumers from being introduced.

The case study parameters are shown in Table I. Energy

trading occurs at each hour over a day, with 0.1kWh energy

trades, and a price increment of $0.001 ($0.01 per kWh).

Each prosumer has an inflexible load profile, from data sup-

plied with the IEEE European Low Voltage Test Feeder [40].

Fig. 2. Case Study A: Energy trading with risk neutral prosumers.

Prosumers 1–10 have PV generation sources with 2kW nom-

inal capacity. The PV generation profile shared by the pro-

sumers was calculated using irrandiance and temperature data

from the NREL Baseline Measurement System for the 1st of

June, 2016 [41]. Prosumers 11–25 do not have PV generation

sources, but each have a time-coupled flexible load which must

be supplied with 5kWh of energy over the day (e.g., an electric

hot water tank). These loads have a power limit of 1kW.

Generators 1 and 2 have diesel generators, with 10kW

and 15kW capacity respectively. Quadratic marginal cost

functions were obtained using fuel consumption data from

Cummins [42]. The supplier has linear transaction costs of

$0.01/kWh.

In the forward market, the agents treat the real-time price

of energy as a random variable. The prosumers also treat their

inflexible load as a random variable. In practice, the agents

would need to ‘learn’ the distributions for these variables

through repeated trading. For this study, the distributions of the

prosumer inflexible loads were obtained based on the 100 load

profiles the prosumer loads were drawn from. To model the

agents having individual inaccurate real-time price estimates,

first a real-time market was simulated to obtain a nominal

average contract price for each agent pnom
i . Then, in the for-

ward market, each agent treated the real-time price pRi(t) at

each time interval as having mean price νi(t)p
nom
i and standard

deviation 0.17pnom
i , where νi(t) ∼ unif(−0.3, 0.3).

Two case study simulations are presented: Case Study A

shows the operation of the forward and real-time markets for

risk neutral prosumers, and Case Study B shows the effect of

risk averse prosumers.

For Case Study A, Fig. 2(a) shows the prosumers’ total con-

sumption, and Fig. 2(b) shows the output power of generators

1 and 2, and the total PV generation for prosumers 1–10.

During the start of the day (12 a.m. to 6 a.m.) the pro-

sumers have relatively low demand, and there is almost no

PV generation. The prosumers always satisfy their inflexible

load without flexible consumption. Since the overall demand
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Fig. 3. Case Study B: Energy trading with risk averse prosumers.

is low, the generators operate with low marginal costs and are

willing to sell energy at relatively low prices. As shown in

Fig. 2(b), Generator 2 sells more energy than Generator 1,

since it has a lower quadratic cost coefficient.

During the middle of the day (6 a.m. to 6 p.m.), PV genera-

tion is available, which has zero marginal cost. The prosumers

use this energy to satisfy their time-coupled flexible loads.

Towards the end of the day (6 p.m. to 12 a.m.), the pro-

sumers have high demand and there is no PV generation.

No flexible consumption occurs during this period since the

prosumers have already satisfied their flexible loads.

Fig. 3(a) and 3(b) show the consumption and generation

profiles for Case Study B, with risk averse prosumers. The

results are similar, with higher flexible consumption earlier in

the day.

Fig. 4 compares the maximum price paid for upstream

energy contracts by the prosumers during case studies A and

B. For Case Study A, with risk neutral prosumers, the maxi-

mum price is $0.26/kWh. For Case Study B, with risk averse

prosumers, the maximum price is $0.16/kWh (38% lower).

However, as shown in Fig. 5, the prosumers accumulate less

total utility during Case Study B compared with Case Study

A, due to their risk aversion. For both case studies, Prosumers

1–10 have lower costs than prosumers 11–25, since they are

able to satisfy their loads with PV generation, and they do not

have the additional time-coupled flexible loads to satisfy.

Given the agent preferences (7)–(13), the agents’ purchasing

decisions in the forward market are affected by their estimates

of the mean and standard deviation of the real-time energy

price, but not the exact shape they expect the distribution to

take. However, the shape of the distribution will affect their

expected utilities in the forward market.

To compare the effect of prosumers expecting different real-

time price distributions on the accuracy of their expected

utilities in the forward market, the absolute errors between the

expected utility and the actual utility at each trading interval

was calculated and summed over the day for each prosumer.

Fig. 4. The maximum price paid for upstream energy contracts by prosumers
during case studies A and B.

Fig. 5. The net profits (revenue less costs) accumulated by different groups
of agents during case studies A and B.

This was completed for case studies A and B, assuming

uniform and normal distributions (with the same mean and

standard deviation). For Case Study A, with risk-neutral pro-

sumers, the average of each prosumer’s absolute utility errors

summed over the day is $1.28 when a uniform distribution is

expected and $1.47 when a normal distribution is expected.

For Case Study B, with risk averse prosumers, the average of

each prosumer’s absolute utility errors summed over the day is

$1.15 when a uniform distribution is expected and $1.32 when

a normal distribution is expected. The expected utilities are

more accurate in Case Study B, with risk averse prosumers,

and for both case studies, the uniform distribution is more

accurate than the normal distribution.

VI. CONCLUSION

A new scalable market design for P2P energy trading

has been presented, using bilateral contract networks. The

design includes forward and real-time markets and incorpo-

rates important characteristics particular to energy trading,

including upstream-downstream energy balance and forward

market uncertainty. Utility-maximising preferences for real-

time contracts and forward contracts have been presented for

different types of electricity market participants. It has been

shown that these preferences satisfy full substitutability con-

ditions, which ensures a distributed price-adjustment process

can be used to find an agreed network of contracts that the

agents do not wish to mutually deviate from.

Future research will be important to incorporate additional

technical and engineering features into the proposed market

design, so that it is suitable for different practical applications.

Important features include generator ramp rates and minimum

production limits. Also, with the emergence of P2P energy

trading markets, new tariff structures will be needed to divide

fixed network costs between the participants. Anther promising

area for future research would be to investigate alternative risk
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measures to model agent risk preferences, for example value

at risk and conditional value at risk [43].

APPENDIX

In this Appendix, it is shown that the agent preferences from

Section III satisfy full substitutability. The following definition

for an agent’s indirect utility function, from [39], is needed.

Definition 4: The indirect utility function of agent i is given

by Vmi(p) := max	⊆
mi{Umi(κ([	|p]))}, where 
mi = {ω ∈


m|i ∈ {b(ω), s(ω)}}.

The preferences of an agent are fully substitutable, if and

only if they induce a submodular indirect utility function Vmi.

To show Vmi is submodular, it is enough to show that for

any two trades φ,ψ ∈ 
mi and prices p
′
mi

∈ R
|
mi\{ψ,φ}|,

ph
φ ≥ pφ , ph

ψ ≥ pψ [39],

Vmi

(

p
′
mi

, pφ, ph
ψ

)

− Vmi

(

p
′
mi

, ph
φ, ph

ψ

)

≥ Vmi

(

p
′
mi

, pφ, pψ

)

− Vmi

(

p
′
mi

, ph
φ, pψ

)

. (14)

The following upstream contracts are introduced yφ :=

(φ, pφ), yψ := (ψ, pψ ) as well as downstream contracts zφ :=

(φ, ph
φ), zψ := (ψ, ph

ψ ). Also, let Y ′
mi be a set of upstream

contracts and let Z′
mi be a set of downstream contracts, where

yφ, yψ /∈ Y ′
mi and zφ, zψ /∈ Z′

mi.

From (1), the agent utility functions are linear with respect

to price, and from (7)–(13) the marginal utility an agent

receives for accepting a contract only depends on its price

and the number of previously accepted upstream and down-

stream trades. Therefore, to show that (14) is satisfied, it is

sufficient to show the following conditions hold:

Umi

(

Y ′
mi, Z′

mi, yφ

)

− Umi

(

Y ′
mi, Z′

mi

)

≥ Umi

(

Y ′
mi, Z′

mi, yφ, yψ

)

− Umi

(

Y ′
mi, Z′

mi, yψ

)

(15)

Umi

(

Y ′
mi, Z′

mi, yφ, zψ

)

− U
(

Y ′
mi, Z′

mi, zψ

)

≥ Umi

(

Y ′
mi, Z′

mi, yφ

)

− Umi

(

Y ′
mi, Z′

mi

)

(16)

Umi

(

Y ′
mi, Z′

mi

)

− Umi

(

Y ′
mi, Z′

mi, zφ

)

≥ Umi

(

Y ′
mi, Z′

mi, yψ

)

− Umi

(

Y ′
mi, Z′

mi, zφ, yψ

)

(17)

Umi

(

Y ′
mi, Z′

mi, zψ

)

− Umi

(

Y ′
mi, Z′

mi, zφ, zψ

)

≥ Umi

(

Y ′
mi, Z′

mi

)

− Umi

(

Y ′
mi, Z′

mi, zφ

)

(18)

In other words, the agent receives equal or greater marginal

utility for accepting a given upstream or downstream contract

when fewer other same-side contracts have been accepted, and

when additional cross-side contracts have been accepted.

Proof of Theorem 1: First, consider the real-time market

preferences for prosumer i ∈ P , described by URi. Let c′
y =

|Y ′
Ri| + |Y ′

Fi| − |Z′
Ri| − |Z′

Fi| − dri − β, where β ∈ {0, 1, 2}.

Conditions (15)–(18) require that:

αfimin
{

dfi, c′
y + 1

}

− αfimin
{

dfi, c′
y

}

≥ αfimin
{

dfi, c′
y + 2

}

− αfimin
{

dfi, c′
y + 1

}

, (19)

which is true for all αfi ≥ 0 and dfi, c′
y ∈ Z.

Now, consider prosumer i’s risk averse forward market pref-

erences, described by Ura
Fi , and let kra

i = kra
pi σpRi + kra

di σdRi .

Conditions (16), (17) result in equalities. Conditions (15), (18)

require:

E
[

pRi

]

+ kra
i

(

|Y ′
Fi| + 1

)
1
ri − kra

i

(

|Y ′
Fi|

)
1
ri

≥ E
[

pRi

]

+ kra
i

(

|Y ′
Fi| + 2

)
1
ri − kra

i

(

|Y ′
Fi + 1|

)
1
ri , (20)

kra
i

(

|Z′
Fi| + 2

)ri − kra
i

(

|Z′
Fi| + 1

)ri + E
[

pRi

]

≥ kra
i

(

|Z′
Fi| + 1

)ri − kra
i

(

|Z′
Fi|

)ri + E[pRi], (21)

Equations (20), (21) are true since ri ≥ 1, kra
i ≥ 0, |Y ′

Fi| ≥

0, |Z′
Fi| ≥ 0. For UFi, conditions (15)–(18) result in

equalities.

Proof of Theorem 2: First, consider the real-time market

preferences for intermediate supplier i ∈ S, described by URi.

Conditions (15)–(18) result in equalities.

Now, consider supplier i’s forward market preferences,

described by UFi. Let c′
z = |Z′

Fi| − |Y ′
Fi| − β, for β ∈ {0, 1, 2}.

Conditions (15)–(18) require that:

ct1i

[

c′
z + 2

)]+
− ct1i

[

c′
z + 1

]+

≥ ct1i[c
′
z + 1]+ − ct1i[c

′
z]

+, (22)

which is true for all ct1i ≥ 0, c′
z ∈ Z.

Proof of Theorem 3: First, consider the real-time market

preferences for traditional generator i ∈ G, described by URi.

Let c′
z = |Z′

Ri| + |Z′
Fi| − |Y ′

Ri| − |Y ′
Fi| − β, where β ∈ {0, 1, 2}.

Conditions (15)–(18) require that:

cg1i[c
′
z + 2]+ − cg1i[c

′
z + 1]+ + cg2i

(

[c′
z + 2]+

)2

− cg2i([c
′
z + 1)]+)2 ≥ cg1i[c

′
z + 1]+ − cg1i[c

′
z]

+

+ cg2i([c
′
z + 1]+)2 − cg2i

(

[c′
z]

+
)2

, (23)

which is true for all cg1i, cg2i ≥ 0, and c′
z ∈ Z.

For UFi, conditions (15)–(18) result in equalities.
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